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About Me
• Visual Analytics Researcher at ORNL 

•Computational Sciences & Engineering


• Education 

• Architecture, Fine Art (Minor), Software 
Engineering (B.S.), Hydrography (M.S.), 
CS Vis and Computer Graphics (Ph.D.)


• Professional 

• Lockheed Martin (2 years), U.S. Naval 
Research Laboratory (9+ years), ORNL 
(~5 years)



My UTK Collaborations
•Close collaborations with Dr. Berry and CISML


• 3 UTK JDRDs have been submitted for my LDRDs


• Taught EECS Data Visualization course (Fall 2013)


•Currently serving on 2 EECS graduate committees 

•Mentor to 5 UTK EECS students since 2010


• Participation in UTK DaNCE curriculum development


•New interactions with Dr. Corbetta and UTK Art Department



Data-driven 
Machine-enabled 
Human-guided  

Data Science



The Information Problem
“We live in a data-rich world.  You’ve no doubt heard this 

before, and you may have also sensed (or painfully experienced) 
that most of us stand on the shore of a vast sea of available 

data, suited up in the latest diving gear and equipped with the 
slickest tools and gadgets, but with hardly a clue what to do.  

Before long, we find ourselves drowning within a stone’s throw 
of the shore, flailing about and wondering what went wrong.”$

!

-Stephen Few, Now You See It, pg. 1



Why Visualization?
• Visual Displays 

•Highest bandwidth channel from computer to human


•Making full use of its flexible pattern matching capabilities will provide 
great benefits


• Visualization is an external artifact supporting cognitive processing

Computational 
Processing

High bandwidth 
visual information 
via display

Low bandwidth instructions via mouse, 
keyboard, or gestural inputs

Visual pattern analysis, 
background knowledge, and 
flexible decision making



What is Visualization?

“Transformation of the symbolic into the geometric”

[McCormick et al. 1987]

“…finding the artificial memory that best supports our

natural means of perception”


[Bertin 1967]

“The use of computer-generated, interactive, visual

representations of data to amplify cognition.”


[Card, Mackinlay, and Shneiderman 1999]



The Goal: 
Revealing Insight

Create interactive visualizations that efficiently reveal insight. 
!

Joseph Berkson calls this 

“interocular traumatic impact”.

“A conclusion that hits us between the eyes.” 
[Cleveland, 1993]
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Visual Thinking
• Visualization is a tool useful for aiding 

analysis, exploration, comprehension, and 
understanding


• Visualization is a cognitive process


• “The greatest value of a picture 
[visualization] is when it forces us to notice 
what we never expected to see.” -John 
Tukey



The InfoVis Mantra
• Shneiderman proposed a taxonomy to understand what 

people do with visualizations


• Visual Information-Seeking Mantra: 


• “Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-
demand”


•Design paradigm for InfoVis systems


•Useful starting point for designing advanced graphical 
interfaces Ben Shneiderman!

Visual Lang. Symposium ’96



Can InfoVis Do More?

•Quest to provide more value by combining computational 
analysis with InfoVis (Shneiderman ’92)


•No longer competitors — each has something to 
contribute

!

•Orchestration of computation with InfoVis leads to…



Visual Analytics

• “The science of analytical reasoning facilitated by 
interactive visual interfaces” -Thomas & Cook, 
Illuminating the Path 

•Combines: 

•Data analysis, InfoVis, and analytical reasoning


•Grew from the view that InfoVis was neglecting these 
other aspects.



Visual Analytics Process

After Keim et al., Mastering the Information Age: Solving Problems with Visual Analytics, 2011

Insight

Visualization

Analytics

Transformation

Mapping

User

Interaction

Model

Visualization

Model

Building

Parameter

Refinement

Data Mining

Feedback Loop

Data



Climate Visual Analytics

Funded by DOE Office of Science:

Climate Science for a Sustainable Energy Future (CSSEF)


Ultrascale Visualization Climate Data Analysis Tools (UV-CDAT)

“Climate is what we expect, weather is what we get.”

-Mark Twain



Scientists Need Better Tools

Gary Larson, The Far Side



over century to millennial time scales, through
periods of past abrupt climate change, and during
times when climate forcing was substantially dif-
ferent from that of today (3)—all critical for under-
standing what the climate of the future is likely to
be. Some of these records have been centrally
archived (4), but many have not or are described
only in isolated references.

Another key source of climate data is space-
borne instruments. The development of long-term,
high-quality climate observations from satellites
is more difficult than from surface-based instru-
mental data, because individual satellites and
their instruments have short life spans (typically a
few years), over which their orbits and sensitiv-
ities can change. These problems require the use
of advanced data-processing techniques, and the
resulting data are prone to being reprocessed as
previously unknown problems are discovered over
time. In addition, gaps in the records and system-
atic errors between satellites (or a lack of overlap-
ping calibration periods) make the increasingly
important construction of coherent climate data
records more of a challenge (5).

A third broad type of data is model-based
“reanalyses”: hybrid model-observational data sets
created by assimilating observations into a global
or regional forecast model for a given time period
(such as 1958 to the present). These provide
physically consistent and expanded depictions
of the observed time-evolving climate system
and have become indispensable in climate system
research. The future of reanalysis rests in the es-
tablishment of dedicated efforts that include
frozen model versions and allow reprocessing
of all observational data fields as models and
input data sets improve. Future reanalysis meth-
ods will include more diverse observational data
types (such as atmospheric chemistry, bio-
spheric, oceanographic, and cryospheric data)
and longer time scales (including paleoclimatic
time scales).

Finally, there has been an explosion in data
from numerical climate model simulations, which
have increased greatly in complexity and size. Data
from these models are expected to become the
largest and the fastest-growing segment of the
global archive (Fig. 2). The archiving and sharing
of output from climate models, particularly those
run with a common experimental framework,
began in the mid-1990s, starting with output
from the early global coupled atmosphere-ocean
general circulation models (AOGCMs) used for
making future climate change projections (6).
This led to the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project (CMIP), organized by the World Climate
Research Program (WCRP), inviting all the
modeling groups to make increasingly realistic
simulations of 20th-century and possible future
21st-century climates (7–9). Recently, CMIP3
involved 16 international modeling groups from
11 countries, using 23 models and submitting
36 terabytes of model data, all archived by the

Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and In-
tercomparison (PCMDI), signaling a “new era in
climate change research” (10). This activity has
made it possible for anyone to openly access these
state-of-the-art climatemodel outputs for analysis
and research.

Climate model data have been archived and
accessed, exchanged, and shared primarily within
the physical climate science research community,
although there has been growing interest in the
use of these climate model data by other com-
munities of researchers. CMIP was designed to
provide this broader access to climatemodel output
for researchers from a wide range of communities.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC)was also able to useCMIPmultimodel data
sets to provide state-of-the-art assessments of what
the models as a group indicate about possible
future climate change (10). Now climate models
are beginning to be used for much more than
climate research. In particular, they are expected to
inform decisions that society must take at global to
local scales to adapt to natural climate variations as
well as to anthropogenic climate change, and to
guide the implementation of possible mitigation
measures. This puts new demands on the variety,
scale, and availability of observational data needed
for model evaluation and development, and ex-
pands, yet again, the volume of climate data that
must be shared openly and efficiently (Fig. 2).

An illustration of the challenges and possi-
bilities posed by the future interaction of fine-
scale observational datawithmore complexmodels
is the evaluation of clouds and the hydrologic
cycle. These processes are critical for simulating

atmospheric dynamics and regional
precipitation, as well as predicting nat-
ural climate variability and how much
Earth, and local parts of it, could warm
for a given amount of greenhouse gas
forcing. New high-resolution active re-
mote sensing observations from satel-
lite instruments (such as CALIPSO lidar
or CloudSat radar) are revealing the
vertical distribution of clouds for the
first time.However, to facilitate the com-
parison of model outputs with these
complex new observations effectively,
it has been necessary to develop and
distribute new diagnostic tools (re-
ferred to as “observation simulators”)
visualizing what these satellites would
see if they were flying above the sim-
ulated atmosphere of a model (11, 12).
Thanks to these developments, it will
soon be possible to rigorously assess
the realism of cloud simulations in the
latest generation of models; for the
price of an additional 6% [160 tera-
bytes (TB)] of CMIP5-related climate
data that must be shared.

Climate change modeling has
evolved in just 5 years from running

a fewAOGCMexperiments with a single category
ofmodel, to runningmanymore experiments with
a much larger profusion of models of increasing
resolution and complexity. First-generation Earth
system models (ESMs) are now being run as part
of the current CMIP5 exercise (13, 14). ESMs
include at least an interactive carbon cycle coupled
to the traditional AOGCMs, which have atmo-
sphere, ocean, land, and sea-ice components. Also,
high-resolution climate models (such as those with
20-km grid spacing) are run for time slices, past
and future, for integrations of a decade or two in
order to obtain a better quantification of regional
climate change and smaller-scale phenomena such
as hurricanes [for example, see (15)]. The net result
is a huge increase in data volume (Fig. 2). Early
phases of the CMIP project involved less than
1 TB of model data, whereas CMIP3 archived
36 TB, and CMIP5 is expected to make avail-
able 2.5 petabytes (PB). New capabilities of the
Earth System Grid portal will provide distributed
access to a large part of this new model output
(16), making it possible for modeling groups to
share data from distributed local servers with
Web-based access tools. Model data thus do not
need to be centrally archived but can be accessed
in a distributed fashion. Clearly, this is an
example to be followed more broadly, with the
caveat that the safety and reliability of long-term
archives of these data must not be jeopardized.

Meeting the Needs of a Wide Range of Users
The burgeoning types and volume of climate data
alone constitute a major challenge to the cli-
mate research community and its funding bodies.

Model
Satellite/Radar
In Situ/Other

Year

Fig. 2. The volume of worldwide climate data is expanding
rapidly, creating challenges for both physical archiving and sharing,
as well as for ease of access and finding what’s needed, partic-
ularly if you are not a climate scientist. The figure shows the
projected increase in global climate data holdings for climate
models, remotely sensed data, and in situ instrumental/proxy
data.

www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 331 11 FEBRUARY 2011 701
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Climate Data Deluge
• Current climate data analysis techniques are limited:


• Increasing quality, quantity, and number of 
different parameters


• Static visualizations and drastic data reductions


• Limited linkage to decision support


• Methods to visualize and analyze data have not kept 
pace with computational advances.


• Scientists are forced to reduce the problem to fit the 
tools.

Overpeck et al., Science 331, 700 (2011)



Parallel Coordinates

Inselberg, 1985  |  Wegman, 1990

Point Line Duality



Parallel Coordinates

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5

D1 7 3 4 8 1

D2 2 7 6 3 4

D3 9 8 1 4 2
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Parallel Coordinates

• Encode variables along a 
horizontal row


• Vertical line specifies different 
values that variable can take


•Data point represented as a 
polyline


•Works for any hypervariate 
data

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5



Visual Patterns in ||-coords

Trends Correlations



Interactive Queries in ||-coords

Hypervariate Queries | Axis Relocation | Focus+Context



“Scented” Axis Widgets
Axis 2 

Axis 1 

A
xi

s 
2 

Correlation Indicators

Box Plot for Selected Polylines

Histogram Bins

Box Plot for All Polylines

Scatterplot with Highlighted Axis

r = 1.0 RGB(165, 15, 21)

r = 0.0 RGB(247, 261, 255)

r = -1.0 RGB(8, 81, 156)



Coordinated Views and Drill Down

Coordinated Multiple Views | Details on Demand | Visual Properties



Correlation Mining and Auto Arrangement

Correlation Matrix | Drill Down | Detail Table | Auto Arrangements



Exploratory Data analysis ENvironment

Citation:  Chad A. Steed, Galen Shipman, Peter Thornton, Daniel Ricciuto, David Erickson, and Marcia Branstetter.  
“Practical Application of Parallel Coordinates for Climate Model Analysis.” In Proceedings of the International 

Conference on Computer Science, June 2012, pp. 877-886. DOI: 10.1016/j.procs.2012.04.094.

Enabling the discovery of serendipitous insight.



Exploratory Data analysis ENvironment

Citation:  Chad A. Steed, Daniel M. Ricciuto, Galen Shipman, Brian Smith, Peter E. Thornton, Dali Wang, and Dean N. Williams.  “Big Data Visual 
Analytics for Earth System Simulation Analysis.” Computers & Geosciences. vol. 61, Dec. 2013, pp. 71-82. DOI: 10.1016/j.cageo.2013.07.025.

Visual analytics is necessary to realize the full potential of extreme scale computing.



Large Scale EDA for Climate Science

Download EDEN at http://cda.ornl.gov/projects/eden/

http://cda.ornl.gov/projects/eden/


Multi-Disciplinary Collaborations

ORNL Climate Scientists Collaborators!
(Peter Thornton & Dan Ricciuto)



Feedback from Dr. Inselberg

Dr. Alfred Inselberg showing EDEN during a course lecture in Belgium (April 2013)



Conclusions
•Human-centered, exploratory analysis helps reveal serendipitous 

discoveries, especially when we avoid information loss.


• Statistical analytics guide the analysis workflow by graphically 
augmenting the display and reacting to human interactions.


• To achieve success in any cross-cutting data science endeavor, 
domain experts should be tightly integrated in the design iterations 
(mutually beneficial activity).


•Responding to actual needs of scientists while producing a 
generalized system.


• Provenance/history capture is needed to achieve analytic 
reproducibility.



Work In Progress

Simulation Processes

Y3

Accelerated DOE Climate Study Timeline
(with in situ visual analytics framework)

Y1 Y2

Hypothesis Generation and Analysis

Y4 Y5
Project End

Publications (Data & Papers)

Simulation Processes Analysis

Y3

Example DOE Climate Study Timeline
(from a recent DOE BER Project Kickoff)

Y1 Y2

Publications (Data & Papers)

Hypothesis Generation

Y4 Y5
Project End

In situ Visual Analytics for Extreme Scale Computational Science



Questions? 
http://csteed.com


